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Winners are Dukakis, Jackson and NOTA
PORTLAND, Maine (AP)
— Unquestionably. Michael
Dukakis had the numbers on
his side in Maine's Democratic
caucuses. Llhelop two
runners:up —. Jesse Jackson
and None Of -the- Above
emerged with victories no less
sweet
Dukakis, capitalizing on- a
strong carnpargn organization
and the name recognition that •
conies with three terms as -
governor of neighboring
Massachusetts, captured 1,157,
42 pe'reent;.of the delegates to
the State Democratic Conven-
tion in May.
_ Bin_Dulakis wasexpeacd to
Ain, and a defeat csen a
near-defeat — in Maine could
have proved catastrophic-as he
works the South in preparation
for the Super Tuesday
primaries on March 8. _
• What was not anticipated
was the, breadth of Jackson's
second-place _Linxsh. Which
earned him 762. Of 28 percent.
of the delegates. or the 562 un-
committed dekgateel ho found
their non-choice had placed -
third in the sixway contest.
Both camps were happily
predicting their victories would
resound far beyond Maine.
"If it hadn't been for the
strong grass-roOrs organization
that--we--had. - -we-would- have
bee in trouble," ackowledg-
ed David Villartna, manager of
Dukakis' Maine campaign.
'Marino asserted • that
Jackson's victories in two of
Maine's largest cities. Portland
and -Bangor, reflected defec-
tions. from the recently scaled-
back campaign of •Illuiois Son.
Paul Simon. - • • •
• Rick Barton. the state
DCITIOCfattc chairman. Credited
Jackson With sassy timing of
both his TV ads and-his, N. iSit'S -
to state, particularly his ap-
pearance at the University of
Maine in (-hono on Feb. It,
just after the Iowa caucuses and
just before the New Hampshire
primary. It was "just the eight
time ... when Maine Democrats
were starting to lock in.•'
Barton said. -
Also. -Barton said Party
members were impressed . by
JacksOn`s stands on the issues.
They "have a feeling that he's
been more outspoken, more
issue oriented. than the other
candidates," he said.
This year, Ikmocrats prefer
"risktakers," he said. "They
don't want an overly 'cautious
approach." .
Barton said the deceleration
of the campaigns of Simon, alid
former Colorado San. .Gary
Hart also helped Jackson. sug-
• gesting that defections from
those candidates inflated his
support by 5 percentage points..
Whatever the reason for their
_success. the Jackson forces
were ecstatic_ .
--What-werc doing in Mdiflt
is building an electoral victory.
from the grass roots to the. top
`of the blades." Scott Nosa of
the Jackson national campaign
staff said Sunday night.
Nova said Jackson's cam-
paign spent relatively little
money in the state: S10,000
raised -for TV ads in the days
leading up to the caucuses and
S3,000 raised locally bY cam-
paign solunteers. Jackson's
success in targeted areas such as
Portland and Bangor "reflects
the limits in our resources,"
not any limit in the candidate's
appeal, he said.
Michael Dukakis led the Demneratie easididateCla the Maine
cast-us. partly attributed to wares" eampaiun orytasehradon.-_
Remembering America's forgotten women
Alec gassier-Harrls
Deciding the
Skslin fain
Sid" Nele,
-Withgradittititin only two months
away, a lot of seniors still don't know
what they're going to do after they get
their degrees.
One sers Ice at the tnisersiiyóIMAifle
can solve that problem
The Career Planning and Placement
Office provides job placement and
Career development services for all
UMairie students, including summer-
jobs. internships and on-campus
recruiting.
'•Ak.-tivities of career development are
aimed at all students even before they
corne to the university. It also appliel to
students after they graduate as we pro-
vide services to the alumni too." said
Adrian Sewall. director of Career Plan-
1 ning and Placement
W IhnisSmuu
Many people don't know
that in 1900 a woman named
Melina Bent/ developed the
Melilla system forfmaking clop
coffee, or that Maria Agnes'
wrote the first standard text for
integral calculus, _in_ the 18th
ceniary.
The Untsersity of Maine will
celebrate a Women's History
Week, from from March 21 to
26, to commemorate these and
other forgotten women in
America's histor
next step
Students unable to find 'a job or wan-
ting to make a job change often come
back to the university to get help from
the Office. he said.
But instead of coming back •
after graduation, seniors should use
the resources available to-them on cam-
pus while they are Still—at UMuine
Sewall said.
A . lot of seniors (and other students
as well) do not know that the Career
Planning and Placement Office sends
out a weekly career bulletin listing job
openings. Sewall said. The bulletin goes
to all seniors and alumni registered with
the office. -
"But they have to come down so we
know who they are and where to send
it to," he said. "The problem is until
somebody registers with us. we don't
know if they are a senior."
(We CAREER page 5
Numerous activities and ex-
hibits are planned for the week,
including two keynote speakers,
panel discussions, two concerts
and several exhibits of women's
-
art. ,
Irene Van Hoffman. chair of
the Women in the Curriculum
Advisory Committee organiz-
ingthe week, said that UMaine
Wameris History AVftlr- is -a
recognition of women's ac-
complishments and a focus on
women's contributions.
"We celebrate men's history
all the time," Van Hoffman
,said-*-Iltis what we are taught,
and what we know. We need to
offer a balance."
"Reclaiming the Past;
Rewriting the Future" is the
theme of the 1988 National
- Women's -History Month, of
whiCKUMaine women's history
week is a part.
"In order for us tolinewour
future, we need to know our
past. We need to appreciate our -
past and feel good about it,"
Van Hoffman said.
On March 21 at 8 p.m. in
Nesilk Hall, Alice Kessler-
Harris, professor of history at
Hofstra University, will give
(we WOMEN page 31
Sweet news for
candy-loving Poles
WARSAW, Poland (AP) — The
---government has some sweet news for-
candy-loving Poles: the rationing of
chocolate will be lifted on Tuesday.
Newspapers or. Monday printed an
official announcement on the end of
the rationing, but no explanation was
given for the decision.
Under the rationing system, parents
could only buy 7 ounces of chocolate
a month- for each child under 16 —
about two candy bars a month.
Adult chocolate-lovers- did not
-receive a monthly ration for
themsels es.
Until now, the only recourse was to
buy chocolate on the-black market, in
private shops or in government-run
Western currency stores for prices
several times higher than the
government-set price for Polish
-made
chocolate products.
Meat is the only food product still
rationed in Poland. Since introducing
widespread food rationing in 1980-81,
the government has gradually lifted
restrictions on purchases of grain pro-
ducts, butter and cooking fats,
alcohol, cigarettes and sugar. Gasoline
is still rationed for private car owners.
iIre natty Maine raM041.5. Tuesdas. March I, 1988
Smorgasbord for true music lovers
iv Kin kiss
From traditional Celtic music to 1950s
rock 'n' roll and Chicago blues to to-
day's progressive sounds,. this -past
weekend provided-a-smorgasbord for-
-the true Unisersity of Maine music
lover.
The feast began Friday night as the
Blue Flames worked the Crowd at After
Hours into a sweat) frenzy with a con-
tinuous assault of rhythm & blues from
Muddy_ Waters Little Yi'ilter, Lad
Lowell Fulsom. to name but a few.
Add to this the sounds of Carl
Perkins, Chuck Berry, and Bo Diddley,
and it's obvious that the crowd had to
•dance, and dance they did. .
The big hits of-the night were extend-
ed sermons of "Tequila" and "Who Do
lose , ' -which had the entree-
floor dancing.
Saturday esening the scene switched
to the Maine Center for the Arts as the
internationally reknounedlioys of the
Lough, and guest Jean Redpat h. took
the gage for oser two hours of tradi-
tional Celtic music- and
 
Sottish  fotk
soap. .
On which campus is sex illegal" Can you under-
stand your foreign TA.? Want to chat with a CIA
agent'' Would you like to cut your student loan in
half? What's the wettest campus sport? What words
are 'awesonW today, but not 'hip' tomorrow'
-reacrttle • March issue sof
•
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BY CARRY TRUDEAU
by David Maclachlas
Performing mostly jigs and reels. the
' Boys of the Lough (pronounced lock)
transformed the black stage into the
• • green fields and rolling hills of their
natise land Visions of leprechauns and
y 'Rage dances floated throughout the
---oancert .  
_Their repertoire incuded not --only
pieces from every corner otlreland and
ScOtland. but Finland and Canada is
well.
The music, which was performed by
a fiddle. flute. whistle, pipes,. and con-
  certina ensemble: can only be dricribed.
as incredibly beautiful, and es-en that
- description falls far -short of doing_ it
justice.
Joining the Boys for two numtri.
before doing a solo set. Jean Rçdfiath
immediately put the ,audien - at case
with her thick, soothing ya1e She-was
reminiscent of the 'muse grand-
mother singing Si CS of the old coun-
try to her grandchildren.
Spending a good deaf time kliween-
scums chattingloritlythrandience. Mc
Redpath explained .-I follow the
academic trait of talking until I think of
something to say. - -
Esen though few people seemed to
know her -songs h. name. almost
esery-one found themselses humming
along at one point or another
by Berke Breathed I
sffilltairm ARE ir-SPIA3A c T oi AT
'frit CAI./ GIT WM/ ( II ceAtbiT Nisstyr<rite Ple.OaRapet
.TMK:.,
,
At the end of the performance, My
Redpath and the Boys of the Lough
were treated to an extended standing
oy anon by a truly aPPreciatise capacity
crowd.
After that performance, it was only
--a-shoo ftlft Ole-Bear 's Den. -wharf&
Cereal killers were holding COW for the
es-ening
The Cereal Killers, formed only last
summer, played mainly progressiye
music. featuring 12. Talking Heads
Joe Jacksori, ILE-SiLlarid-The
Iiiilbant cos en of -Rosanne t 
-Next To You" highltghted then
_performance. .
The n,uld also worked rn seseral older- 1
numbers by The Rolling Stones, The.
Beatles. and others, which they
skewered a bit, picking up the tempo to
-fit their own style.
When the final guitar chord finished
echoing off the Bear's Den walls at
1". 15 an. Sunday.
r dcoreauchophiles coulitfinThp off
to hed' secure in the knowledge that. foe
the time being at least, their appeilies
had been satiated
I Classifieds
am n Shundrcd% sseckisS in your
spare 4 MT! 1.1 flue ; Net Wei- of.
‘merz.a"' is looking' for
home-workers to perform mail Set
%ices. Incentise . programs
&satiable. For information send
large . self-addressed stamped
ens-elope to U.S.A. 2430/ Magic
Mtn Pk wy., Suite 306. Valencia,
91355.
EDUCATION JOBS FALL.
19013-Local & National, Place
meat. Set's ice Teachers/-Admin.
all subject areas CONTACT: J.E.
Mack. Education Job Search. Box
22.3. Georgetown, MA 01833161'i
152-84/3
WANTED Student to care for
children in My BMW,' house dur-
ing break-Sat. Sun off. Good pay.
Call Peggy after 6 p m. '47-1641
LOST!!!
Park blue leather (loses (set)
worn") Conroy label on side
rspard if found, plea contact or
Muni to 420 York Hall. Thank
Orono apartments. showing and 1
leasing apes -for neat fall for ap-
pointment clan 112744.01 or.
827-7231 •
Earn up to S5.000 this schoOlytar
-managing on-campus marketing
programs for top astral corn -
pante, . Flexible part-time hours
Must be a Jr... Sr., or Grad stu-
dent. Call Rand, or Degat 1800)
592-2121
Chsssifkds are 50' per Rae. Tlin
are published on lees &
and are due Mo.. & Vied. Woe
1,min lc enco.. *worn -al isitowis
,.... ...„ • .1.. ...... .....aniC a COO
EMI80035
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• Women
a presentation titled, "From Policy to
Practice: Things We Never Knew About
Women's Wages." • •
Kessler-Hoffstra was actise in the
Equal Opportunity Commission's sex-
d iscrimination case against Sears.
Roebuck &Compan). and is the author
or "Out of Work: A titstory of 14 age
Earning Women in the United States.
Dorothy-Hayes will discuss "Nigerian
Women in Agriculture"' March 22 at
12:15 p.m. in the FFA rooms of the
Memorial Union. ---
The Roches, three sisters who are
famous for their folk/rock, will perform
that evening at the Maine Center for, the
Arts. Tickets are $7 for students and $9
for general public.
Wednesday, March 23. features a
panel of students from the Onward Pro-
gram reading from their essays. "Where
we have been, where we are gomg."
at 12:15 p.m. in the South Low n Room
of the Memorial Union.
A woman's organizational fair is also
scheduk-d for that Wednesday, in the
-FFA 'Room of the Memorial Union
"from 1-5 p.m. —
On the evening of March 23 in the
Maine caucuses tally
Following arc the latest unofficial returns for the Democratic and Republican
caucuses held oser the weekend in Maine.
The Democratic figures have been compiled by the state Democratic Party.
The Republican results were tallied by George Bush's campaign, which said no
additional results would be forthcoming immediatelY.
Iktnocrats Republicans
A 1th t49 percent of A potential 504 With 263. caucuses reporting:
‘ittes and towns reporting:
Delegates Percent Delegates Percent
Dukakis 1.327 12 Bush -11 66
Jackson 842 2' Robertson 150 14
Simon 133 4 Dole 101
Gephardt 3 Kemp 14 1
-Gore 48 2 ncommitted 121II
Hart 42 2
Uncommitted 648 21
Other
(,et a jump on Summer employment!
L seeking waitresses and doormen to work part
time shifts now through the summer months.
Apply in person. evenings 8:30 p.m.- 10 p.m.
The heat is on.
This summer may he sour last chance tn
• graduate froth Ctilletve wit it a degnv and an
ok's commisshThi. Sign up tor ROTC;
six'Averk. Bask- Camp now See wur
Ilmfessor of Mifitary Science for details.
But hurry-The tin* is short.
71in. space is limited. The heat is on.
Damn Yankee. the Off Campus Board
is hosting French Canadian feminist
folksinger Lucie Blue Trembley. The
free performance will begin at 8 p.m.
A session focusing on "Women's
Rights" will he offered by Student Legal
Services, Thursday, March 24 at noon
in theSutton Luting of the union.-
Catherine Stimpson. • professor of
English and dean of the graduate school
at the New Brunswick campus of
Rutgers. will speak on Thursday even-
ing at_11. pm. at_Neville Han on "Ls
There a Core • in the Curriculum:
Democracy and Learning. 7 •
(continued from page 1)
The H.udson Museum will be featur-
ing an exhibit "Navajo Women:
Weavers and Entrepreneurs" for the
month of March.,
The Memorial -Unkin will host an ex-
hibition of prints by Maine artist
... Dorothy Hayes that focus on the women
and children of Nigeria.
Many other activities are still being
planned to celebrate women's contribu-
tions throughout the years. For more in-
_formation._ ot to-obtain-a complete--
schedule, contact the WIC office at
581-1228.
House bill would provide
18 weeks of unpaid leave
AUGUSTA. Maine (AP) — A bill re-
quiring businesses to give their
employees 18 weeks of unpaid sick lease
would "help bring Maine into the 20th
Century," Maine 'House ,•-Speaker
-John L. Martin told a legislative panel
Monday.
But business groups charged that they
cannot afford many more state-
mandated benefits for workers.
Organized labor, women's and civil
liberties groups are among the more
than 30 groups supporting a bill that
would affect businesses with 10 or more
employeei. Workers Who become sick,
or whose family members are seriously
ill or give birth, could have 18 con-
secutive weeks off without pay within a
two-year period.
Employers. would have to -continue
paying benefits to workers whik they
are on leave.
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TliAINING CORPS
The sponsor, Rep. Margaret Pruitt
Clark, D-Brunswick. said company sick-
lease policies vary widely and are often
administered at the discretion of
managers and supervisors.
She said that working parents who
have sick family members at home often
must choose between th,.-.r jobs and
families. Her bill, now before he labor
Committee, "is an attempt 1 reliese
stresses ... at times !Jj arc r st dif-
ficult for the family
Martin. D-Eagle Lake aoted that by
1990, both parents in. two-thirds of
Maine's two-parent families will be
working.
The bill "will help bring Maine into
the 20th Century," said Martin, who
acknowledged that many employers are
aCcommodating. while charging that
others "frankly could care less about
their employees."
TUF
, presents an All-Star evening of
Comedy!
.3 Great Stars
nnis Miller
Saturday Night Live's
Weekend Update Anehbr!
Margaret Smith
You've seen her on HBO
Specials & Late Night with
David Letterman
Tom Gilmore
Rising Comedy Star from
Boston!
Thursday, March 3rd, 8:00 p.m.
Maine Center fo; the Arts
Dennis Miller's show "...is a viciouski funny barrage of nasty
observations" according to the New York Times.
Tickets are on sale now: Al/ seats reserved
$4 for UM Students with ID (All Seats!)
$8. General Public
x Office window open 10-3 weekdays & 1-1/2 hours before curtain time.
Visa / Mastercard/checks/cash.
The special UM Student ticket price is subsidized by your Student Life Fee
through The Union Board
Air•
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Lies, damn lies, and statistics
by Nude ONO
stats Writer
William Halteman attributes to
Disraeli a quote he jokingly says
describes his poofession. "There are
three types Of lies: lies, damn lies, and
statistics."
"It's true that people try to present
statistics from their own pointof view,•
and they present numbers that support
what they want to conclude, so one h
to be critical," t'he assistant professor
said..
Numbers are used very much like
words, Halteman said, but people tend.
to be less critical of numbers than they
are of words because they often perceive
mathematics as a mystery.
For Halteman, whose father was a
math professor at the University of
Idaho and later in California, and whoa
mother was a high school math teacher.
numbers have never been mysterious,
,but a way of life.
-- -- "Growing up. we were always play::
ing number games," Heitman said.
"When we were traveling across coun-
try to visit my grandparents in the
Midwest, we would be calculating how
long . it took to get from here to
there."
Halteman attended Oberlin College in
Ohio, as an undergraduate and the
Univessity of Washington in Seattle for
his doctorate.
"It's very hard for me to decide
whether I really had any choice. When
you're brought up in the faith it's very
hard not to have the faith, as it were.
So I just did mathematics. It was easy
and fun."
Although he received a college defer-
ment when chosen for the first draft lot-
tery- dunng the Vietnam War, Halteman
was required to spend four years in the
. service between undergraduate and
-graduate school.
"I went into the service and went in
to something that was mildly interesting
They trained me in Russian and I did
reconnaissance for the Air Force.
"When you broadcast something over
-----the radio waves, it's there for anyone to
listen to as long as they are in the right
place with a big enough antenna. So we
flew around the Soviet Union and listeT1-
. ed to what they had to say. ".
After finishing his graduate 'work in
bio-statistics at the University of
Washington in 1980. Halteman receiv-
ed a. temporary position at UMaine,
substituting for other faculty- members
who were on leave; Halteman said the
temporary position blossomed into a
joint appointment between the colleges
, of Forestry, Life Science and
Agriculture, and Arts and Science.
"Now my job is half-time teaching,
and half-time research as a consul-
tant." Halteman said. "I do a lot of
work with wildlife, nutrition, and
forestry When people come to me with
a particular statistical problem, I first try
to help them solve the problem, and se-
cond, try to help them understand how
they .are solving it. "
Aside from his university duties.
Hatteman is also the chief of operations
at the Orono Volunteer Rescue Squad.
"We provide 24-hour service, 365 days
of the year. My job is really to os ersec
everything and to make sure things run
smoothly . "
rtiWT LECTUQE (SEQ1t.",-
A *Nur ar vintilmf,r
Doug Heir
First taking a training course through
the UMaine Continuing Education
Department in 1980, Halteman became
a licensed ambulance attendant. "I've
always been interested in doing
volunteer kinds of work, and this ,cent
ed more along the lines of my in-
terests. ''
"I put in 40 hours a week in my
(university) job, and maybe I put in 60
hours& week in volunteering for the am- -
balance. Although 60 hours sounds like
a lot, it's not - really. I'm availahle for
69 hours, but I may only get called out
two or three times, for an hour each
time:" dunnt that stslY hour Period •
Combining his medical and
mathematical interests. • Halteman
roughly estimated that an average per-
son's chances of getting into a fatal car
accident were greater than those of win-
ning the Megabucks lottery.
"I often ask my students if they wear >
their seattielt. and I get about half who
.soy_thrydnietAlien.1-inkthose-students
who play the Megabucks lottery, 'why
would you take a greater, risk at *Inn-
ing something so trivial as winning the
Megabucks lottery as compared to sour
Ii'"
•
PrOossor alum Halleman
Have a gripe? Let other people
know what's on your mind.
Send a letter to
the Daily Maine Campus.
Tuesday, March 1st, 8:00 p.m.
*Olympic Athlete
(wilt go101100111114or '88 Summer Games)
Topic:What-he would hake want0-16
know about life after college
—
Free to the public
Your Student Governr ent At Work
NuF
presents:
The Marsh Island Stage Co.
performing
Glen Garry Glenross
at the
University College Center
 Texas Ave., Bangor  
Wednesday, March 3
12 noon
Free Admission
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How soon the moon?
WASHINGTON  (AP) — The kLS.
Nasal Observatory is looking for .fielp
in sighting the moon.
While nearly anyone can sec the huge
full moon, the astronomers are trying to
determine just how soon after a new
moon the first faint crescent of
moonlight becomes visible to observers
To help determine just how quickls
that occurs, the observatory -.has
scheduled an experiment for July I.
The new moon will occur at 7:53 p.m.
EDt July 13. and observers are being
asked to look for the-first sisibility_of_
the moon on the following night. _
. observatory wants residents of
the United States. Canada. the (arib-
bean and Central America. to begin
3. looking for the new moon about 40
g minutes after sunset July 14 and to
espy planyammil will hopeful!s soon hine grass instead of snow beneath it.
Nancy Reagan calls casual drug
users accomplices to murder
ViASH1NGTON (AP) — NancS
Reagan said Monday that casual Users
of drugs are an "accomplice to murder"
because they help finance traffickers
willing to ominit 'brutal crimes to keep
supply lines open.
Kicking off a White House Con-
ference .for .a Drug-Free America at
which the federal gosernment's anti-
drug efforts were criticized. Mrs.
Reagan dr amatizO her "Just-say-no"
campaign with a Speech focusing on
those whose lises hase been ruined by
drugs
With President Reagan serving in the
unusual role of warm-up speaker, the
first couple talked about the drug pro-
blem from both the supply and demand
s-antage points
"With. all the headlines about how
we're losing the drug war, let's keep in
mind the progress we'se made," the
president told conference participants at
a local hotel. He ticked off statistics he
said show the United States is making
headway, saying "drug seizures areist
an all-time high."
"But as significant as sti ug-
Oars and pushers is:ending the demand
for drugs is how, in the . we'll
*in." the president said.
Mrs Reagan piCked p the subject
there. saying that white progress has
been made. "many ignorant ideas per-
sist. And one of the worst is the casual
user's justificatiof that drug use is a vic-
timless crimey;that drugs don't hurt
anyone except the person who's using
t hem. "
She called attention to seseral people
in the audience who lost losed ones
because of drug abuse and cited the
murder of Colombia's chief prosecutor.
Attorney General Carlos Hoyos, who
was abducted by A half-dozen gunmen
whom the gosernmcnt accused_of work-
ing for local cocaine barons.
'kcThe people V. ho casually Use cosine
are lesponsrble," Mr.. Reagan said,
because their money bought those
buflts They,provided the high ,siakes
that murticed those men, plus hundreds
of others in Colombia."
. She dismissed "the notion that the
mellow marijuana user doesn't hurt
anyone." pointing to the murder of
Amencan drug agent Enrique Carriarena
Salazar in the aftermath of the eradica-
tion of A 10.000-acre plantation in
Mexico.
"The casual user may think when he
takes a line of cocaine or smokes a joint
in the prisacy of his nice condo, listen
mg to his expenstse stereo, that he's
somehow not bothering anyone." she
said.
"But there is 2 trail of death and
destruction that leads directly to his
While the Reagans helped kick off the
drug conference, the administration
came in for some criticism on its anti-
drug abuse efforts, with Marion Barry,
the mayor of the District of Columbia,
complaining that not enough was being
done.
ustee.:ar/.•,./.0..60".a./..i./..ir/nairoeit/iareonatP/".0P/air/ai.
- Experience The Magic Of Coffee!
'Magic show featuring Bruce Johnson'
Freiveoffee, and prizes!
-at the Bear's Den
Thursday March 3.
3-4p.m.
COFFEE
DEVELOPMENT GROUP
diplonip-/-410.,•,-,d6/7,05.0-diseisgioeimonat.0-40/40/4P../
• Career
record and report their results.
Persons willing to take part can get
details by writing to "Looking for the
'Moon," U.S. Naval Observat ry.
Washington, D.C., 20392-51
First moon sightings have been
reported as early • as 18 hours after the
new moon — that time each month
when the moon is completely obscured
h% the Earth blocking the sun's light.
But such early sightings are considered
-extremely difficult.
Being able to pinpoint first visibility'
_ tit' the moon is important in several
foreign cultures, the observatory
reports. In Islam. for instance, the end
of one month and the beginning of the
next occurs when the moon is first visi-
ble, and being able to predict that mo-
ment will help in preparing calendars.
- It is important for seniors to register
114-1-1.0111-as possible Wit-h—the office co
they can take ads•antage of the services
offered, he said. -
These services incliide-Conducting job
searches, setting up interviews with one
of. the companies recruiting on campus,
writing resumes and simulating
inters iews.
Students who conduct their job sear-
ching after graduation will not benefit.
he said. ._ 
- -
"(Students) don't his-e the directories
at home. So for them to wait because
they're caught up with classes is self-
defeating." Sewall said.
The Career Planning and Placement
Office has two aspects: the placement
  
(continued from page 1)
the IOne-dine-Pthigiitiny-the carter group
,program and the career day program
Sewall said these programs increase the
awareness of students and help. them
with • career exploration and
self-exploration.
The placement aspect includes an ac-
tive on-campus recruiting program of an
estimated 140 companies.
Gary LaPirrre, a senior marketing
major who has registered with the of-
fice, said the service offers a lot of job
placement opportunities for seniors. —
Although job searching has been
discouraging in his field, he said the of-
lice has lkept him informed of
opportunities
itself and career deselopment. "It's been great for. a_lot. of ma-
The career deselopment aspect in- jors," he said. "especially for
eludes activities such as the nursing day., engineers and accountants."
Students!
There will be an open
forum with the
committee on
reorganization of the
colleges.
Wed. Feb. 2nd
7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
100 Nutting Hall
We want to hear your opinions
Come join usl
The Milt Wine Campus. Tuesday. March I. 198X
Editorial
Coach's decision untimely
The news came like a shot in the dark, leaked to.the press by someone in the know. Unisersity ofMaine basketball coach Skip Chappelle was mos-
mg on to another on-campus job after the current
season is completed.
Rumors had been flying about the Bear coach's.
future for some time, and the news itself wasn't par- ._
ticularly shocking. The timing of the announcement was
quite shocking, and provides-in-example of a -Ira*
flaw of intercollegiate athletics.
Picture a coach, with a deep, heartfelt loyalty to his
team, who, midway through a season, learns of a job
vacancy that he may be interested in filling.
For a coach to want to apply for anotherjob is
understandable. The same kind of thing happens esery
day in every kind of profession.
But it can be argued that a truly loyal coach would
know what kind ofaffect  an announcement of' his ten--
Tense future plans could have on his team.
And it can be argued that a;coach who really viewed
his players .as more than his own personal meal ticket
would probably decide that mid-season is not the proper
time to look elsewhere for a lob. -- - • •
Players and recruits are put in an awkward postion,
wondering what is going on.
What kind of a coach would apply for a job while
busily preparing for ,future opponents and collecting -a
paycheck from his current institution?
Supporters of the coaches and those wholaunch job
searches in the middle of seasons. argue that in order to
make a smooth transition from out-going to-incoming
coach, it is essary to mOse swiftly with the
arrangemc
But by ma such plans, administrators are locking
themselses into an endless loop.
They find a coach who is willing to apply for a job,
and who may or may not be the most
the chances are that a good ociach can be found:
But a dangerous precedent that can not be ignored ,
has been set.
The coach who has been chosen has established-the
fact that if and when a better Job is available, he wilfl
take the necessars actions to land the position.
regardless of the timing.
So. while administrators can say. "Hey, hc wants to
work here, so why should we worry?" the issue actually
goes deeper than that.
While landing a voichlthoisiiiiabahlyAtell qua-fwd.
they are also saying that stability in the program is riot
a priority.
A coach who would put his previous einployer in
such a position would undoubtedly do the same thing
again at a later date
Pros and con's of
an extra sentester
Jan Vertefeuille
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--so-•many .1tadents four_ and a half_
years to graduate from the Universi-
ty of Maine.
Is it due to the school's high sten-
'dards, or perhaps the student body's
low, standards?
Actually. I think a more plausible
explanation is that it's due to an, in-
genious plot by university, ad•
 
 rninistrators:
They force students to take courses-
totelly unrelated to their majors • 
 
;under the guise of giving us a well-
rounded education) which many
students inesitably flunk due to a
Lack of interest or understanding
Therefore, these students must
enroll for another semester. bringing
in extra revenue for's* university.
And bans one of theileNDecentber,
pa4u.v.T1 myself Of 1 poio\ail my--
courses the next two saunters. I'm
bectiming aware of some of the
Special problems and benefits of at\
tending the ihsiversity of Maine foe
four and a half years.
Disadvantage SI: It is impossible
to find a landlord in Orono or Old
  TOs'sn who IffiU rent an apartment on-
ly until December. So what is a
December grad to do?
Go back into a dorm? Move to
Portland and commute?
I think I'll choose the latter
lksachantage#2 Vs inch yearbook
do we buy' Will we be considered
seniors in the 19118 or 1989 edition?
• I suppose I :Quid buy both, but I'm
still waiting for the one I ordered
freshman year.,
Disadvantage #3 December
graduates arc inundated twice as long
with a barrage of junk mail-from
credit card companies whose mac
purpose is to put as further into debt.
Fortunately, my credit rating sic).
bad I can't even get a Shavs'scouriesy.
card, so I don't have to worry about
being tempted by these
There are also many ad % antages to
graduating in December, besides be-
ing sottiOcerlakeen:trty in a much moreper l
Advantage Si: b-ecember
graduates get to attend both the
spring and fall versions of the Senior
Pub Crawl - and enjoy twice the
hangosers
Athantage 112. By stiying until
of legal drinking.ber
get an extra semester
This is not only an advantage to
the students, but also to the local
drinking establishments which greatly
benefit from the business of students
who will now willingly drink seven
nights a week without feeling guilty.
.4chanrage 0: We get to put off
entering the real world for another six
month; and gel a hall year more
viewing of your favorite soaps
Jan ierteleuilk is a senior Jour
nalism major who only regret about
graduating in December is that she
will ha go to room with f.•'()
delinquents
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Respon
4
Essay competition
To-the—editor:
l'recently received informa-
tion describing an essay com-
petition in which $300.000 in
prizes will be awarded.
Sponsored by NCR, the
Stakeholder Essay Competition
-offers -a150.0130tash first prize
for the best essay by a college
or univertity student on the'
"stakeholder- approach .to
management. In addition, the
winning studeries-- school win--
receive NCR Computer systems
worth 3100.000. Second prize
will he S I 5.000 cash for the it
and 335.000 in computer
- systems—for the student's -
r school . Another.
sem final ists will restive $1,000
cash each.
The topic for the essay is
"( rearing value in Corpora-
tions and or Not-for-Profit
( if ganizations. "
Stakeholders include
customers, employees. sup-
pliers, shareholders and the
financial community, govern-
ments and other communities
that have a stake in the fortunes
of an organization.
The compettriowis-dgstvitgt
to enhance understandnig
stakeholder management prin-
ciples, and its aim is to foster
an exchange of ideas about bow
organizations manager for their
- stakeholders.
In their essays, students may
address the stakeholder
'philosophy as it applies to
ethics, corporate governance,
- social responsibiTity. strategic
management, managing
change, or other. areas in not-
for-profit organizations as well
as businesses. The competition
is open to any full-time
undergraduate or graduate stu-
dent attending an accredited
Complaints? Gripes? Frustrations? Let
us know about them! Maybe it'll make-
a difference; Write to the Daily Maine
Campus, Spite 7a, Lord Hall
could be
college or university m the
United States or its territories.
Entries will first be judged at
a state level during April by a
selection committee comprised
of important representatives
from NCR stakeholder groups
within each _ State,The
sentifinalitte, (-Essays will be
evaluated by a blue-ribbon
panel of nationally, recognized
leaders in business, education
and other areas.
profitable
All entries must- -be
Sliidellt notices
postmarked by March 31, 1988. snow removal •For additional informat ion. on
how to enter, please contact
Janet Fitzgerald or Bob
Whelan, top floor of the
Memorial -Union., Phone:
581-1828.
_
Robert E. Whalen
Office of Academic Affairs
Maineiac disapproves of
out-of-stater's bad attitude
To the editor:
In response to the childish,
irres/s, sible letter of Friday.
Fct to 1 hase.sorne answers to
your yuestions. You pay more
-per credit hour because your
parents don't pay Maine state
, taxes! Maineiacs have realized
the speed limit is 65; if you
want to kill people at 100 you
can so back to Massachusetts.
_I'm sure you moved your
childish attitude and disposition
off campus because of the
.pressure the people on campus
gave you. I hope you never
repeat any of this childish gar-
bage on campus in front of the
wrong group of people.
Most of the people I've
discussed your article with have
proposed one question,
"What's your major?'
Rob Bachorik
Oak Hall
neglect
To the editor:
_
Should the entrances- ma
walkways of ;his campus be
kept cleared of snow ? ‘t the
bottom of the -York -Hall en-
trance a great puddle formed
because of someone's neglect in
removing the snow around the
steps. What about thc
walkways in front of the unioii
I had a choice of walkidliiii
mud or water. Again. it. the
snow had been ten. T.
the walkway that probien.
would not have occut'• '
is responsible for remoling t h.
snow around entrances mid
walkways of this campus '
If you are expecting plane
for a job well done this
dissatisfied student will not
applaud.
Alison Wilson
York Hall
Staff positions at Maine merit closer look from cominittee
I am writing this letter to present ms views on
the recent happenings concerning the Job Classifica-
tion "Study andms potential implementation And
also to express concern over a portion ot the
negotiated agreement which affected mc several
scars ago and due to the nature of the cur rent ,con-
tract could affect current and future classified
employees of the I'Maine system
It has come to my attention that. there are some
positions which still merit a harder URA from the
Job Classification Studs Committee. Those posl
lions are ones which concern only .a handfuLof
I 'Maine employees and arc positions where possibly
fist or fewer people occupy these positions in the
entire University System.
In recent ACSUM propoganda a sample letter
was included to be sent to Senators and Represen-
tatives to aid in the battle for funding In this sam-
ple letter one paragraph really bothers me. It reads
thusts.
By supporting this legislation. you will enable the
university to end all pas inequities will still exist,
though the proposed system is clearly better that
what is currently in place. I feel that there is also
a reverse prejudice in this study which, while rais-
ing *ages for most jobs dominated by women,
osertoOks jobs whiv:h are dominated by males. It
would be interesting to know how the committee
would have rated my positiollitildt in 1180 or II
when 75 percent of the employees concerned were
female as opposed to 100 percent male 'workers
the waythings are now and have been for
most of the time the Job Classification Joint Study
Committee has been in existence. .
I realize that this was the goal of the study, to
raise the wages of female workers, and I applaud
this goal.
However; the act iiall'iation of this goal is. I feel,
something that I cannot support.
The Job Classification Study is not without merit.
Clearly there are a lot of female dominated posi-
tions within the system which do deserve to be at
a higher wage band. But it seems like the study is
so pro-female and pro-overhaul that a lot of other
positions are being lightly regarded rather' than
treated on a fair basis with the female dominated
•'positions I believe that careful study will yield flaws
in the study Flaws which cannot be allowed to
occur -
In past negotiations the union has negotiated con-
tracts that weren't exactly wonderful. The *age
band freeze which was in effect when I began work:.
r ---,-int here has had some rather unpleasant (from
worker's standpoint) repercussions for a handful of
GUEST COLUMN
by Michael A. Murphy
people. And most of those people probably don't
es-en know it._ I have seen two fellow workers pro-
moted from a lower position to the same position
to the same position as I. one being placed at the
step higher than myself and another worker. All
three of us began work at UMaine within two
months and the other two started on the same day.
Yet, we have been penalized by starting out at the
higher paying position only to see this other worker
promoted to our position and placed at a higher
step. I have talked to numerous university-1nd
union officials in the past about this situation and
_noone has been. willing to help and only a couple
of people Nov. admitted that the Situation exists.
Of course, one can't completely blame the univer-
sity for not wanting to pay several years back pay.
The union, however, should acknowledge it's'er-
ror in previous negotiations and do something to
resolve this inequity. I might add that the two peo-
ple at the lower step of the wage band were male
and the person promoted to one step above was
female. This makes no real difference, but is an in-
teresting bit of trivia.
This same situation occurred again When another'
person was promoted from the same lower position
to the same higher position. This time the person
was not promoted to a higher step since the steps
had been un-frozen since the first pecurrence.
However, this person was promoted and is now at
the same it'ep as I am and has several years fewer
service within this department. Talk about pay in-
equities! Yes, he -has been with the university a few
months longer than I ,but if the wage bands were
never frozen he would be a step or two below my
position rather than at the same/step.
With the new contract in place, the potential i
there for this sort of situation to happen all over
again.
There are no step increases over the period of the
current contract and the procedures regarding pro-
motion of classified employee during the effective
period of this contract runs the risk of remaining
at a lower step on the wage band should someone
be promoted to that exact same position regardless
of length of service. This means that two people
could-be hired within a"short period of time at twO
widely disparate wage bands.
The lower of which could be promoted Or change
jobs within the sysom so that the two arc now do-
ing the sari il job. but because of the promotion, the
second emaitoy.ee is now one step above the first.
This could occur even though the first employee had
-been with the university longer! .Nothing like rewar-
iigng loyalty and/or people who are happy with their
• jnbt!
The Job Classification Study is a step in the right
direction. 1 believe that it must be studied more
closely, with specific attention to positions which
are filled by only a few workers as (*posed to posl --
tions like -janitors and secretaries, before it can be.
implemented. We've been stuck with a Classifica-
tion system with huge 'inequities for some time.
Let's not be stuck with another one that helps, but
still, retains a lot of inequities!
.7 This may sound a lot like sour grapes 'and I can't
deny that I am not exactly in the union's corner
hut I do believe that the planned implementation
of the job classification needs to be considered in
even more depth. I do not feel as though I (and my
position) have gotten a fair shakefrom the union
concerning the instances mentioned above.
di*
The Dash Marne Campus. Tuesday. larch I. 1988
High court to rule on drug testing
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Supreme Court agreed today to consider
barring the U.S. CustOms Service from
conducting drug tests for people seek-
ing drug enforcement jobs, setting the
stage for its first- ruling on TheZOnstitii-
t ionalits of mandatory drug-'testing for
public employees.
The court said it will hear a challenge
to the testing program Iss a federal
workers labor union that sass taking
urine samples from employees siolates
their prisacy rights.
The-eitatebme will carry wo—direcr-etr- .
fect-on such tests %.-onducted-lry private,
nongosernmental employers.
President Reagan signed ant*ecutivt
order in 1986 calling for drug testing of
go% ernment employees.
The Transportation Department. with
30.000 employees. became the first
• cabinet-level department to adopt ran- -
dom testing for civilian workers. The
program covers those in safety related
jobs .sdch as air traffic controllers,
Federal AViation Administration pilots °
and workersth high-rated security
,clear once.
' The 5th U.S. Ckuit Court of Ap-
-- —peals toted last year 'that tht-Cusionrs
Service tests, which are net\administered
randomly, are lawful.
The appeals court said the s may
be considered searches but do t in-
t rude unnecesSanlyon the Pn% acsti its
of workers.- -
The National Treasury' Employees
Union challenged the testing program.
which requires some-workers to provide
unns samples,* rest room stalls as a pet-
iiton cAersceing the test waits outside the
stall. The tests are conducted by an in-
dependent -Cpmpany hired by the
Custom Stn.
The union said the tests.. are a
''humiliat ion" for workers, and arc be-
ing administered indiscriminately to
enimosees who other.% ,..c are thought
worthy of promotion ,and are not
suspected of drug U
The tests are gisen to those in the
Customs Service applying for promo- -
tion to drug-enfoscement jobs, 'and for .
out-Side applicatuS ,for-thoie j0bs.
In other action today, the court:
Refused to resive lawsuits charging
the government and federal contractors
with negligentis causing deaths and
disease anicing people exposed to open-
air atomic tests.
sotto consider letting -the federal
yernment _Apply retroactiv els a for-
mula that limits reimbursement paid to
liOspitals treating Medicate patients.
let' stand rulings that threw out a
reporter's attempt to force the State
Department to release documents from
Don't believe
everything you hear.
may
PJçe
Damn Yankee
at
"MY Ufl) TO US' is a vim emotional and mayor.,
that explores the lives of several young people +who bouiflt
the lies- of TV. nta9artnes, music. movies and their friends
. . and suffered the cossoquenees.
-7....- ",..- :-. ,..."->C7e.73.--te:—...r...77.---->C7pC>CL,Cia..—}6.-3•C}C,rC 1.C1PCILSC->i: }C SCSC-311-1CThe President's Task Force on the
I
Status of Women invites student to
hear...
• _
Alumnae speak out on the status o
women at Maine, 1968-1988
March 2, 1988
3:30 - 5:00
120 Little Hall
Four distinguished alumnae discuss
their experiences at the University
and how those experiences affected
their careers.
Panelists:
Nancy Churchill-Bohr-ow, '71--
Sandra Bartolini Lawrence, '71
Trish Riley, '73. M.S. '78
JoAnne Unnold Wells, '71
Reception following in Little Hall Lobby,
sponsored by the Alumni AssociatiOrt
t S embassies around the world,
The lawsuit by Donald F. Golskherg,
a reporter on the staff of syndicated Col-
umnist Jack Anderson. had been filed
under the Freedom of Information Act.
He had sought from the State Depart•
ment responses to an unclassified 1982
questionnaire on foreign governments'
diplomatic practice..
Asked the Reagan administration
whether it thinks high-stakes bingo
games run h% Indian tribes are subject
to state sales taxes.
- The court said it wants to hear from
_Justax Department law vas before it
says v•hethet_it will resit-% an attempt by
Oklahorna—officiais to tat revenue from
a bingo game in Tulsa run by the
Muscogee Creek Nation
I he law& stiggt-st....
_ that inemonal
t !1trIhutlt in" he made
to the .\inerikatt
I Icort
1\ hen ticorlt. \\ant to
honor a 1t I\ ed
and tightheart
THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSODATTON
MEMORIAL PIO:GRAM.
116111111592
ogiat 1G/47*G tOR
Nitlift? tiff
American Heart
Assoc oabon
ism war* 0•0•4080 a• • pubbc
OPEN HEARING FOR STUDENTS
WITH THE
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
UNIVERSITY-REORGANIZATION
WEDNES'DAY, MARCH 2
7:00 TO 8:00 P.M.
100 NUTTING-HALL
The Advisory Committee on Reorganiza-
tion invites you to take this Opportunity to
share with them your'Vietws on the draft pro-
posal for academic reorgianization. Copies of
the draft proposal are alailable in 201 Alum-
ni Hall.
mu*
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Sports
_StanWrihir 
The first candidate for the
men's basketball head coaching
job at the Unisersity of Maine
finished his on-campus stay
Monday. describing the at-
mosphere as one "ripe for a
guy to come _
currently-
an assistant coach  at_ ibc
timiersity of Pittsburgh and
formerly an assistant at Kansas
t 7nisersits said the LM.uncad
ministration has shown him
that the% are committed to
men's basketball.
good situation
here," Calipari -said "The
unisersits seems committed to
making it as top level a pro-
gram as they can "
The 29-year-old Caliper',
who is in charge of recruiting
for sixth-ranked Pitt, is the first
candidate to make the trip to
Orono. Other candidates for
the job which will be sacated by
Skip Chalmette will be an-
nosinced-wheo-therarnve on
campus. - -
Calipar; said he likes a r‘iiiin
Calipari interviewed
ing game, and would imple-
ment one if he were coach of
the Bears.
"We'd play an up-tempo
—pine, running up and down the
 
'floor," he said. "(It wouldn't -
be) run-and-gun, but we want
•.to make an exciting game."
The Coraopolis, Pa. native
said a fast-paced game plan
could lead to one of his goals.
-We want to create a love af-
fair between the state and our
basketball program," he said.
"And you have to play aft n,
-cxentng it orhasketball
do that."
Calipari also said that he
places a high emphiasis on
academic achiev t by his
players, and would continue to
do so if he were the UMaine
coach. ---- -
"We Can win 31/gartles,V0r—
if the kids aren't graduating.
then we aren't being successful
at all," he said.
Calipari's personal interest in
academics goes back to his own
college days,, when he
graduated from Clarion.
„University . with a bachelor's
degree in business administra-
JiPh,_ arid cornpdeda3.23 grade
Point average. .
Calipari said recruiting at
UMaine would be different
"We can win 30 games, but if the kids aren't
graduating we aren't being successful."
John V. Calipari
Coaching candidate
than it is at Pitt, because the
pool of players would be
enlarged.
"At Pittsburgh, there are on-
ly or 30 kids (nationwide)
who cm n Velp Me." he said.
"Here, there might be 500."
Calipari said that though
most coaching positions go to
those who can recruit, he con-
siders himself a teacher of the
game as well as a recruiter.
, "Most of the time you get a
„job like  this because you can
recruit," he.said. "I feel I'm
a' better teacher' than a
Before taking the job at Pitt-
sburgh, Calipari assisted at
Kansas under head coaches Ted
Owens and Larry Brown. He
has also been involved with the
prestigious Five-Star basketball
camp for the past 12 years. and
runs two other summer basket
ball camps.
Weinrich returns to UMaine hockey team
kr Elle Ilearame
Eric Weinrich became one of
only two members of the 1988
U.S. Olsmpic hockey team to
return to his college team for
the remainder of the season
Weinrich scored two goals.
and notched an assist in his first
game back a% a Black Beat The
t 'nisersity of Maine team went
on to beat the Pros idence Col-
lege Friars 10-2
"It was a great feeling, to
hack around the guys."
Weinrich said of his return.
"He (W'cinrich) walked-into
our team meal . .there were in-
stant smiles on e%ersone's
faces." UMaine Coach
Shawn Walsh said
Weinrich. said he was a bit
- - disoriented-when he ficsratp-
tx-d back on the ice with a Black
Bear uniform, but once the
stAtted he felt back in'
place.
SundaY's goals were both
scored on hard shots from
30-40 feet in front of the net.
Walsh said he told Weinrich
to shoot more often because his
shot had improved since he had
left UMaine last spring
The goals  came on
W einrich's rirst two ihots.
Weinrich is a second round
draft pick of the National
Hockey League's New Jersey
Des ils. He said he had had no
conta...-1 Wnh the sin::: he
returned
He- indicated that he had
always planned to return to
UMainc
"That was ms only op-
tion. Once the ruling was made;
I thought more about coming
back." he said.
-I think the professors will be real-
ly% understanding. R ith the break
I think 1 ill lw able to catch up../
Eric Weinrich
Ois mine hockey player
1111," 
l Maine hockes plaser I ric Weinrich returned to the team
and wored two goals and added an assist sands%
The "ruling" was made by
the/NCAA. It said Olympians
7Id return to their respectivehoots e%en if they were notenrolled.Weinrich, however, is cur-
rently taking 12 credits at
UMaine.
He said he should be able to
catch up on his studies quite
soon.
"I think the professors willbe
be realls understanding. With.
the break I think I will be able
to catch up." he said. , •
came up here in years betore.
We (Maine) were doing
eserything right," he said.
- He said he was disappointed
with the seventh place finish of
the U.S. Olympic hockey team,
but didn't think it was from
lack of effort.
"We didn't Jose because we
didn't play hard. Vie played
our best games on the wrong
nights," he said.
Walsh said he knew Weinrich
was glad to be back when
Weinrich told him he couldn't : •
"It was a great feeling to be back
around the guys."
Weinrich said he was im-
' pressed with the play of the
Black Bears when he watched
• Friday's game at the Universi,
-
ty of New Hampshire.
"It was like when Denser
-
wait to play another game it
Alford ;.
The only other blyrnpic team
membe. to_fetufn to  his .
team is ICks:411, aiiter of.:----.""-
Mioliigan 'State Unisersity„
-0-
-4
The Final S. M EB/Cfitill
(:ollege -Hockey Media Pali
_ _PLACE.TEAM tfirst place votes) RECORD P_QIN:17S_. 7
_ I Minnesota (8)
P 2 MAINE (3)
3 Lake Superior
4 Wisconsin
5 Harsard
6 St. Lawrence
7 Bowling Green
13,Michigan Ste
Northeastern
IOVermont
Others receiving votes: Michigan Tech 6;
•11,- hiktan 3; Lowell 2; Merrimack 1 
• 3.1-7-0 107--' -
29-6-2 - .' _ L02. ,
27-5-6 '' . 8(1 -
26-2-2" t'tt
• 18-8-0 60
23-7-0
24-11-2 ' 53
22-13-3 29
16-12-4 I'
20-7-2 1.2 _
Cornell 3;
4,e
;
—
o,
,
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Bud Light Daredevils dunk toiiight
Two members of the Bad tight Daredevils execute Itself
m "flip dunk '' The daredes its VI in perform at halftime
of Tuesday night's UMaine-t NH basketball game at the
Bangor Auditorium.
c_
PUT YOUR LINGUISTIC
SKILLS ON THE LINE.
If you're a college graduate with a
degree in foreign languages, herd-—
Your chance to -talk" yourself into
a great career opportunity. The
US Army is seeking linguists,
both male and female. If you suc-
cessfully -complete trairung. you'll
be putting your experience to
work- while earning a good salan
410
. to start, with good opp, wtuiutirs
quick advancement, plus
food, kxiging medical and dental
ca
_ irk an opponiututy that could
kid to several civilian career pos-
sibes, and give you a real edge
on life. (-skint:act your local Army
Recruiter ti it more inkirmation.
Call: SFC Brooks
942-9165
Bangor Recruiting Station
ARta BE ALL YOU CAN BL
-N
l'ni%ersity of Maine junior forward
Reggie Banks has given new meaning to
the word "slam dunk" while perform-
ing for the Black Bear basketball team
this season but it is doubtful that e%en
*could perform the "Flits Dunk" and
the "Kongo Dunk", two of the features •
a show that will he presented during the
halftime of the Maine-New Hampshire
basketball game Tuesdas. March I
The, halftinic performance will he
!risen by- the isorld renowned Bud light
Daredevils. a team of four acrobatic
slam dunk artists who hese performed
at more than lO colleges and unmet-
sit teS.and_ in esery National Basketball
Aux:tenon arena. '
The Maine NewHampshire game will
he played at the Bangor Auditorium.
starting at '7110 is.m
The Bud I 'it Daredesils include
brothers Ts and Guy'Cohb. Tim 1 an-
caster. and Keith Eldred The Ict consists
of eight minutes of acrobatic slam dunks
using a mini trampoline. •
The •'Flip Dunk" insol%e% one team
member using the mini trampoline to ex-
ecute a forward somersault in the air
before slamming the basketball through
the hoop on his was down
The "Kongo Dunk- utilizes three
members performing “snsecutise flips in.
front of the rim. passing the hall from
one to'the other off the backboard and
culminating in a massise slam dunk by
the fourth member
The l)aredesils were formed in 1930
hen. the athletes somhtned thcir prea-
• Aim, gymnastic and hallhandfirrg skills
vihile cbeerleading at the Unisersiti of
Mississippi. This year the group will per-
form at mead) 100 national and inter-
national events before more than 1
million people
NCAA cracks
down on unruly
hoop fans
(CPS) Tossing a dead chicken —
or es-en a use one — on the court dur-
ing a college basketball game now could
cost the home team 2 points.
Hoping to control what it sees as in-
creasingly unruly fans at basketball
games across the country. the National
Collegiate Athletic Association NC AA )
announced Feb. 11 it was empowering
;referees to get tough with spectators.
 Its "reinterpretation" of esisting rules_
• -re - lets referees award visiting teems 2 free-
throw s and possession of the ball if their
opponents fans deliberately delay a
game by throw-mg debris on the court.
In the past. -only 1 foul shot was
.awarded.
"We want it called .COMISiently,•'
said Dr. Edward Steitz of the NCAA's
basketball rules committee, "Thivis the.
result of a contibued increase of fans
throwing objects like toilet paper. 10C
cubes, dead fish and chickens on the
court .'• .
If the crowd doesn't stop. referees OM
assess a technical foul on the home tank
coach.
"In the past, some players and
coaches even encouraged fan
rowdyism," said Steitz.
Steitz said no single incident led to the
rules change, but it was Announced
shortly after University of Missouri at
Columbia fans provoked Iowa State
University player Jeff Grayer during a/
January game at Columbia.
(we CRACKDOWN pose 12)
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Black Bears go for sixth straight win
Coro Barry owl as UThili UIs Bears pal emir 1Weigese
the line agaiast UNIH.
Attention Health Profession Students!
Dr. Roberta Berrien, Director of Cutler Health
Center will' give a talk Tuesday, March 1st
in 101 Bennett Hall, from 7:00 pm - 8:00 pm.
Please Come and Bring a Friend
.Spring Cleaning Sale at Dr. Records!!!
We're doing our spring cleaning early this year.
Ind have merchandise that just has to go!
Special closeout russet:es - 5.1.00 earls
-Special closeout LP's ;$2.99-95.99- rir 0rs..14-,11 , ..at
kSelecteil I) titles • Si to 112 off remular price
- freiter•-1114M1-
PL US
1 Coupon
Ciodd Met/ off any purchase of
• 
1
non-sale merchandise
• Limit 1 per customer per visit
• offer expires 14/88
Dr.Records & Mr. Fix.-it
20 Main St..Orono; 866-7874
Open Thurs. & Fri. evenings 'til 8 pm
1-
e.
by Dave Bra, "Everybody is. playing with con-
fidence. we're getting the maximum out
of just about everybody," Chappelle
said. "Our defense has improved and
our shooting percentage has gone
up:" .
But the improvement hasn't been as
sudden as it may seem. Chappelle said.
"It has been a gradual process,"
thappelle said. "The win over Boston
University last Tuesday was a big one
and doing it again Saturday was a little
sweeter."
Chappelle said that, at this point in
the season, the team is more abncerned
with taking care of their (iv perfor-
-mance than worrying about the.
Opposition.
• "-We-aren't really concerned with
UNH as Much as we are with
ourselves," Chappelle Said. "We're
feeling good about ourselves, but we
can't afford to give any less than 100
percent or we'll be in trouble."
But, following_ an intense practice ..in..
Savor Auditorium Monday,
placency wouldn't seem to
problem. -
"It was one of our better practices of -
After/lhey beat Boston University last
week /people started mumbling that
ma the University of Maine men's
etball team Wasn't all that bad:
/ After beating the Terriers again, this
/time in Walter Brown Arena where BU
hadn't lost a game all season, the Black
Bears , have shown that they are a
legitimate threat to • the established
• powers in the North iStiantic Con-
ference tournament.
It-'s amazing what a couple of wins-
will do.
"Everything has changed (since the
beginning of the season)." UMaine
Coach Skip Chappelle said. "A win here
and there takes care of a kit." •
With three conference games .remain-
init. the Black Bears are -sixth in the
NA(' with a 9-6 record but trail Nor-
theastern University and the University
of Hartford by only a half game. The
id -thr-ttawtC-If tied for
fourth with identical 10-6 records. but
UMaine will have the opportunity to
gain ground on both with home contests
against Northeastern Thursdas and
Hart ford Saturday
But. to keep pace, the Black Bears
must first beat the University of New
Hampshire tonight in the Bangor
Auditorium. Tip-off is at 7:30,
The Black - Bears have -won five
.iraidit games and. eight out of their last
nine in tkc NA( to surge towards the
top ..1.* conference. The wins have
given ric Black Bears new-found con-
fideme that has affected all aspects of
then- nerformance
the year, Chappelle said
STUDENTS INTERESTED
IN BEING RESIDENTS OF
YORK
VILLAGE
IN THE FALL OF '88
INFORMATION SESSION:
TUESDAY,_ MARCH 1st
AT 7:00 P.M.
IN THE
YORK DINING COMMONS
Department of Residential Life
Division of Student Affairs
corn-
be. a
a12
Ten-year-old Tommy La?Male of Orono closes in on a basket with sow
emeMance from L nisersit) of Maine Das id keefr of Brookfield. onn Aerie
viiis one of about 10 Phi Ita kappa members helping out at the Old Town 1M-
( A's recent super Mar week, an annual program of competetisr and fun e•ents
for children 6 to 15. last December, the fraternits members hosted a ( hnstmas
pans for soungsters in the MCilk's Afterwhool ensiles Proven-,
irestaur a nt
PASTA NAGHT is Tuesday night!
TRY OUR VARIETY OF PASTA AND SAUCES
asmines
This special includes:
Fresh dinner rolls, our
fresh garden salad, a glass
of house wine, or a non-
alcoholic beverage. And all
the pasta that you can eat!
•
All for $6.95!
Remember - EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT is pasta night!
(Sorr), no doggy bags.)
• „-:;:‘,./
Hours
Lunches
Closed: Sunday Night and ALI Day MondaN
28 Mill Street, Orono, ME 866-4200
Parties of five or more. please call for reservations
The I)* Mame Campus. ruesclas. March I. 19titt
Most U.S. Olympians
come home medal-less 
-CALGARY, Alberta (API -- U.S.
athletes returned home Mondas, most
of them emptv•handed from a Winter
Olympics that ended with a burst of
fireworks but fizzled for Anwrica. -
Parting with the traditional indoor
finale. Calgary staged an outdoor ex-
tras aganza that included about 250
skaters on the largest temporary ice rink
in the
Bonnie Blair, the United States' only
multimedalist, carried the flag for a
team that had come here with modest
expectations and did esen worse, Winn-
ing otils .six of the 138 medals given out.
"It's just a great opportunity to be in
the Olympics." Blair said. "If You win
a medal. it makes it even better. But Just
being here and doing your best, that's
what. matters."
That was easy for her to sas She won
gold and bronze medals in speed
.Amcrica's total.
The Sosiets. meanwhile, set an all-
time Winter Olympics reenrd with 29
medals. two more than their previous
high in 1976. and 11 golds. East Ger-
many won 25 medals, including nine
golds.
America had the gold of Blair and
figure skater Brian Bostano.
(algary. a city of some 650,000 built
around the cattle business and oil trade.
began the lob of returning to jimaI
Ntondas. The city had staged the lunges:
Winter Games, 16 days that included
temperature swings from 3 below to 70
and winds that nearly blew awas the
lumping events.
Dozens of-events wcrecktayed ski
jumping. Alpine racing. lute and bobsl-
cd among them -L but when the closing
„vv.  were  aH the
es ents And the Games ended on time
*crackdown 
Mizzou's infamous student rooting
section. known as the Antlers. teased
Grayer so fiercels he Jumped into the
stands to silence them. Grayer alleged-
ly threatened Antler Mike Harsey for
making cracks about his mother.
"All 1 dict.w as hold up a sign that said
Your \l ,vmrna is a Ctier.". Harvey said.
After Missouri beat Iowa State 119-
I'1 coach Johnny Orr filed a com-
plaint about the Antlers — known for.
among other pranks; greeting the an-
nouncement of sisittng learns players
names b) shouting "smell like a bus"
in unison — with the Missoun athletic
department. Athletic department of-
ficials later told Antlers' representatises
to be nicer
So Antlers showed up at nest
home game against the Unisersits of
Colorado dressed as Ghandt. Pore John
tilinthseeti from pi
Paul IL Abe 1 incoln. Santa Claus and
other sweet characters, pse %luting
ch Torn mina a box of Valentine's
.andy, shouted "good try" when tt:
players missed shots and. when Missouri
till* a commanding 2141mi& yelled
• 
,
sorry About the
The NCAA's Steitz contends thc new
rule is working, noting even coaches arc
trying to keep their fans in line
University of North Carolina Coach
Dean Smith, for instance, interrupted*
Jan. 17 home game to admonish some
UNC fans was mg their arms to distract
an opponent trying to shoot a free
throw.
The opponent. moreos et, was Dan-
ny Ferry of archrisal Duke Unisersity,
*hose Cameron Indoor Stadium fans
often are cited as among the most in-
sulting in the land
OFF CAMPUS
BOARD
ELECTIONS
- PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT
THURSDAY MARCH
EITIIONS MAY BE PICKED-UP—AT-THE--
OFF-CAMPUS BOARD OFFICE -
3RD FLOOR MEMORIAL UNION
OR CALL 581-1840
ALL PETITIONS MUST BE TURNE
IN BY MARCH 25
_
Go Fighti
Arena ex]
Shawn %1
Chant-pi°
rt1-% ant acti%
is_curri
' titt.1 it' Sutirr
••;-i Mon-Th(4;1N
  
uLv
Go Fightin' Black Bears! Don't miss the action on March 8-9 when Alfond
Arena explodes with the Hockey East playoffs. This is just the first step for
Shawn Walsh's crew as they scream towards Lake Placid and The National
Championship!
' use. it first INFtterrt-,10e  6.1int., The tveriii.ctittaJent Actrotics Calendar. It is the int
ent of the
tiint+f shittent and Adinii,rstratit  -Publications i4_SAPt to inftwm.University of Maine studen
ts of an
•retec:ant activities each week_ The first matter of husines4 concerns an effective name for this 
publication....
is_currentiv carhing tot the nght nanw and is t4tenng a. VIO reward to the person or persons
 who-
tuft! it 5tihrtiititteaS to ASAP Name Contest, Ott Campus Board Office, Third Floor,Memoria
l Union, and, _
rmernxi-btzt fidt-Prt publication arid pb-,secuntv is-not-a m.i)or concem, A Nl.TIIING GOT '
 A
'iiktcritry torrn tonveruentiv on the hat It page. C.Ooti luck and thank you f6r. your_cooperation. •
• ---- •
••••
•
•
- 
•
•
_
4.,
the weekend
• This is normally Where the act i% ities for Friday, Saturday, and Sunday iviiuld be
found; however, since a vast majority of us find it compelling to leave the greater Orono
area during the designated period knqwn as Spring Break—this section is ernptv this
weekend. -
Tbe Mission
Asa student publication service, ASAP .has embarked or a mission to bring this
WEEKLY calendar to you--the student bodv. Each week We will publish all public e% cn!,
for the upcomingweek. lf yorgroup, dub orsor.ganization has an announcement lor u,
please send it on the form below, to: ASAP Calenda—r, Oft( sampus Board Office, .M(111(4-1,11
-Union. The deadline is Wednesday at 5:00 p.m.
THE FORM
same of Organization: Contact Phone I:
Please remember to include: time, date, location and cost.
I ley! I think the name of the Student Weekly Calendar should be:
and if Fin the winner you-Mlould toritaet
:and my address :
• SEND ME THOSE FIFTY CLAMS!!!!
f
prk
-
---da 7:30 p.m. UMaine Men's Basketball.
.UMaine takes on the Wildcats of New
fampshire. Bangor Ai.?ditorium Admission.
On Guest Lecture Series.lX)uglas Heir, national and world
Oryitlivic Champion. Hauck-Auditorium.
- - 830 p.m. "Glengarry Glen Ross" -
Marsh Island Stage comPanys
performance of the Satirical cOmedy by David
tamer At the Ram's Horn. Admission. For
reservations call 86.6-5647.
_t_
111111111•111MMIP."
Monday, February 29
[00, 11 a.m. Econorn ics I ecture by Robert
.1 leilbroner and \ orm.ln 6:00 p.m. General Student
• prof ot Noel. School tor Senate Meeting. 153. Barrows.
Soc.ial Research, \ cw -York 
"tiara Resolutii:ms being Presented Tuesda'Y: I-).
—Times." nutch-inc! Concert- /fall, Maine • -
Tuesday, March 1
reriter for the Arts. -
8:30 p.m. "Glengarry Glen Ross"
Marsh Nand Stage COmpany:s per-
formance ot the satirik-al k.oinedy by David
rnet, At_the 'Ram's horn Admission4or
--Tetimationq call 866-5b47
^
let •)11&41(111t
seats for - 
University College repreiientation; 2) An
a-ct to allocate $2150 to Alpha Phi Omega
_
for the. purpose of acquiring one new
__UMaine Mascot' costume; 3) An act to
Stim-trjbtite $700-to-The educ3-titni- of the
-NatitMai-Broatie-ars-:ting-Society, 4) An act-
to dissolve the University College
Committee,
*-77:30- 
pm. ForeigruFilm Series. A1%5
PortUguese production, Hour of. the
Star. 101 Neville Hall, Admission.
icon -Key •
DO i.e-cture, Readings, etc.
Ni
....Theatre
al•••=b
\ieetings
Sporting I (TN.
I hi ser‘:,e
Career Opportunities
Religh)tisF.vt.rus
social Events
—4-
I•
kVednesdav, Mairch 2
•
3
Thursday, \larch s
K011 a:m;tcs-1:00 p.m: Annual Sprit* , 7:00 p.m. and +.00 p.M. lnttrhrvn
Blood lIrive Lown Rooms, Union. 13o.atj \t it. Scts.the actio'n-pa
ç,fl 110;.
ckt
- 
,k Vtetnain in Olivttr Stone s
s.,
S.
-
3:00 p.m. to 5:00 pm. VI EA free tax
he1p.1T students-I-Ow incobie
persons, senior citizensand handicapped
1412 Room, Union.
hit t' ;hi 1 lu:kie,
\4rt11,1,!cr” Memorial ,Gvm Adt.
•?. 7:00 p.m. Episcopal Eucharist. 7:30 p.m. Lecture Poets 
Onnri
Can terbut% I lOuse, 2 Chapel-goad, Romantic l'oetrv Series. 
L•11.tron
Orono - Olds I-00-,•Ct-ville— . .
p 7:00y.m. and 9:00 p.m. InterdrBoard- Mox le__Stv ills,. Actiori-paui.i.,_!
look at Vietnam in Oliver Stone's Platoon
130 Little Hall, Free!
inn 7:30 p.m. l'oetrv Reading. Sharon
Olds 1 Neville Hall. k all Win
' -our armour:cm:eft t
`could lic-4t•re,
:inst‘thi of !kis
I 41/
, drunker: fool.
_
.41,7
din 9:00 p.m. Comedy Per:or-ma:1:e '
tr-aturing-Denn is Miller ot Satur4.1.sv—
\ ight I ive, Margaret Smith. and Tom
Gilmore on.scres.i bv.t!it• t 'Ilion Board
-M-a-ine-center-tor-the_Arts, Admisbi-,)n -
(19, S:00 p.m. OCR 'talent Show. li:g
nightiull of fun with overii0- inryes
Don't miss it!i1eer will be served fOr the
older generation with II) Damn Yankee,
Memorial Union. Free!
• • • • •-•-•-•-•-;•-• 0 * • •••  • • • at_•
-W
• — , , •
• This is your cnance to become the bia •
. 
- -6-
. celebrity you've always dreamed about •
• •
• .-
• .". OCB TALENT.SHOW •. .
•
_•.. .
• -• WITH
• .
• .
• . over $500.in prizes! .
.. 
.
• 
li
- • 
_ Thursday, March 3"i •_.,.
. 
.
. 
.
• SigL1 _up now at the Student covt or l •
•
• ottice (third floor Unionl-or call 5ti I - :_. ., 
.
____•_)
•
 __ 177; 
•
•
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